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Front	Cover:
Bringing the quirky Goldenrod to life is Ian 
“Tea” Martin from Sunrider Base. And just to 
prove there’s a man under the suit, here he is 
exposed to the world. 

Back	Cover:	"Working for the Galactic good." 
An original composition created by Shawn "Obi-Shawn" 
Crosby of Sunrider Base. This is part two of a series of 
Rebel Legion promotional images created with action figures 
and toys. Part one, using 12" figures, was the HOTH image 
featured in the last issue of Comlink. This issue's piece was 
created using the more common 4" collectables.

Visit	us	at:	www.rebellegion.com

The Rebel Legion is a worldwide Star Wars costuming 
organization comprised of, and operated by, Star Wars fans. 
While it is not sponsored by Lucasfilm, Ltd., it is Lucasfilm’s 
preferred Rebel costuming group. Star Wars, its characters, 
costumes, and all associated items are the intellectual 
property of Lucasfilm. ©2010 Lucasfilm Ltd. & ™ All rights 
reserved. Used under authorization. 

WARNING ... SYSTEM ERROR ... Oops, 
In the Jedi Con Mission Report (Issue 10, page 8) it 
was reported that Ian Pearse won second prize in the 
Performance Solo category in the Costume Competition. 
This is incorrect. The second prize winner was Iain Maynard.

From the Cockpit 
of the L.C.O.

Greetings Rebels!

Elections are over (finally) which I 
am sure we’re all happy about!  And 
I’m proud to say that I get to remain 
in the cockpit another year for you 
all. We’ve several things on the 
agenda this year including: 

• A new website and forum (a team is assembled and we are 
running through various ideas and tests), 

• Getting the Diplomatic Missions Game up and running to where 
all bases can get the needed materials, 

• Fixing the dead links in the Tutorials areas of the forums (more 
on that in another issue), and

• Getting back to why we’re here … costuming, trooping, and most 
of all … FUN!

That being said, Fall is upon us, which means the winter Holidays 
are just around the corner. Christmas parades, bell ringings, Toys-
for-Tots … basically our busiest trooping time of the year!  To get 
all the bases decked out for this, we’ve a new RL banner finishing 
up! The new design has been changed so it now matches the 
official RL business cards and flyers. Nice and bright, but don’t 
worry, if you still have an old design, you are free to keep using it 
so long as it remains in good condition.

Also, on a sad note for us all, Steve Sansweet, our beloved Director 
of Fan Relations at Lucasfilms has announced he is ready for a 
change of scenery and will be stepping down from his position in 
April of 2011. The Rebel Legion would like to send him a thank you 
/ goodbye gift … so if you have any Star Wars trading cards (Rebel 
Legion or otherwise), patches, or small tokens related to Star Wars 
that you could sign your name on and a quick “Thank You” or  
“Good Luck” message, please email me your Rebel Legion forum 
name and what you would like to send to LCO@Rebellegion.com  
and I will send you my address. The plan is to collect a large box of 
signed swag and send it to him after the new year, to show him our 
appreciation for all he has done for us!

Lastly, I am still collecting your favorite Rebel Legion memories 
and we hope to feature them in our next issue of Comlink! And as 
a bonus, we’ll be having a random drawing from all the published 
memories and a nice prize will be awarded! 

So in the meantime, get out there and Troop … and be sure you’re 
having fun while you’re at it!  

Crystal “Wolfie” Bass Monroe - Legion Commanding Officer

“What’s THAT comlink?”

"Threepio, Shut down ALL garbage mashers on the Detention Level …"

It was on this small device that we heard that plaintive cry for help. (Never mind 
that it didn't help things that C-3PO kept turning it off!) The SoroSuub Corp. C1 

personal comlink is standard issue for Imperial Stormtroopers, hence it was 
only natural that many fell into the hands of the Rebellion. According to www.
partsofsw.com, it was made from 2 halves of a airplane model's radial engine 

cylinder glued together. Then topped off with a Hovi mix microphone tip.

FINALLY R6-B13, now 
that you're here I can 
get back to Ed!





TEN	Years	of	Fun....
	 TEN	Years	of	Memories!

As we start to wrap up our Tenth Anniversary year, our LCO thought 
it would be fun to collect stories from members about their favorite 
memory, and feature a few of those stories here in Comlink.  
 
[In no particular order] here are some of those stories….

From Hope “Jada” Diaz,  
Blue Ridge Base

My favorite RL memory has to be 
the 2010 St. Patrick's Day Parade in 
Charlotte, North Carolina.  It was Blue 
Ridge Base's first really big event, 
and so many base members made 
the effort to come out and be there 
for the parade. Our recently approved 

Aayla was there all in her blue goodness, and we had 
five great looking Jedi plus two Leias (ANH and Ewok 
Village versions) along with other costumes. The two 
best moments were when the Great Dane group next to 
us came over to visit us and when a bird handler came 
over and several members of the group got pictures 
with Macaws. Blue Ridge Base's sister group Carolina 
Garrison joined us and we had a total of 23 Star Wars 
characters. The parade viewers really enjoyed the 
group and the organizers invited us back for next year. 
It was a proud day for the base.
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Blue Ridge Base at the Charlotte St. Patrick’s Day Parade, 2010

Jennifer “Jedi Jenn” and Cher “Darkstrider” get a  
close up with Macaws.

My favorite memory is finally getting out 
of that shipping box and into Comlink! 
MORE MEMORIES NEXT ISSUE!

Also selected was Phyllis “Schph 
Gochi” Schulte, Nar Shaddaa 
Base memory of an event for a local 
child with cancer, you can find her 
full report featured in our Diplomatic 
Missions section [see page 9].



From Geoff “Krash” Krickhan,  
Great Lakes Base

My favorite memory from 
Rebel Legion revolves 
around the kickoff of the year-
long celebration of the 30th 
anniversary of Star Wars. 
Everyone believes the birthday 
party began at the 2007 

Tournament of Roses Parade as Grand Marshal 
George Lucas and a contingent of Rebel Legion 
and 501st members marched down Colorado Blvd. 
alongside Star Wars themed floats ... but that's not 
exactly accurate. 

It actually started at Midnight in Cleveland, Ohio 
as the Cleveland Pops Orchestra hosted their 
annual New Year's Eve concert, which included 
selections from the Star Wars saga. To give the 
performance that little something extra, Carl 
Topilow and the Cleveland Pops invited both 
Midwest Base (now Great Lakes Base) and Ohio 
Garrison to be at Severence Hall before the concert 
for pictures and interaction with the guests plus 
an on-stage participation during the performance. 
Fans of the Cleveland Pops were treated to an 
"Imperial March", witnessed a "Battle of the Heroes" 
between Darth Vader and a brave Jedi Knight, 
and eventually Severence Hall was given A New 
Hope by a "Throne Room" celebration that featured 
conductor Topilow being awarded a medal by 
Princess Leia herself.

Now, while many of us have done concert events 
like this over the past ten years, what made this 
concert special was after the performance, when we 
were encouraged to stay in costume and take part 
in the customary New Year's balloon drop in the 
lobby at midnight. Carl Topilow and his jazz quartet 
even did their best "Cantina Band" impersonation in 
our honor. Along with having my sister joining me 
in leading the rebels onstage for the classic medal 
ceremony, we were able to have our parents in 
the audience thanks to the Cleveland Pops. So my 
entire family was together as the clock welcomed 
in 2007, and we partied the night away with our 
extended Rebel Legion family.

... then barely woke up in time to watch  
the Rose Parade.
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Have a favorite memory?  
Send your story to  

LCO@rebellegion.com

YOU could be in the next issue! 

Geoff “Krash”, Deidra “Princess Dee”, Mary “Malo-Ha”,  
and Cheryl “Whinter Fenlynn”.

From Daphne “Funky Buns”  
Collier,  
Bespin Base

One of my favorite memories of being 
in the Rebel Legion is from my very 
first troop at Dragon*Con 2006.  Not 
only was it my first troop with the RL, 
but my first Dragon*Con experience 
as well.  Man, what a day!  The D*C 
parade was the very first thing I did 

with the RL. I dressed as ANH Princess Leia, but there 
were so many people there for the parade, I was just 
awe-struck.  The wait to march was almost unbearable, 
as you basically just hurry up and wait, but when we 
finally started marching I was up in front of the line – I 
was ecstatic! I smiled so much during the parade, my 
mouth hurt, but I loved every moment of it.  Hearing 
people on the sidewalks shouting, "hey Princess Leia!" 
was a great feeling.  And not only did I march with my 
fellow Rebels that morning, but later that evening, I went 
to see the "Mr. Star Wars" contest. As I was still in my 
Leia costume, and one of the contest organizers pulled 
me aside and said, "One of our judges dropped out, 
how'd you like to be a judge?" Well I didn't hesitate and 
agreed to do it. Turn down that, are you kidding? It was 
so much fun.  And when it was over the winner gave me 
a big kiss on the cheek. I was so honored.



THERE’S A NEW GAME IN TOWN:

A DIPLOMATIC MISSION 

Crystal “Wolfie” Bass Monroe  
Legion Commanding Officer        

It all started in the Ra Kura Planning forums 

while gearing up for Celebration V. Lori 

“Princess Leia Organa” McKee posted about 

wanting to come up with a Rebel Legion game 

for the con. I saw the post, bounced a few ideas 

off my fiancé to flesh it out a little, talked to 

Becca “padme911” Kranning and eventually 

presented a game idea. Becca named it and 

finalized the official rules while I got backing 

from LFL and the various prizes. To top it off, 

Becca got sponsors for stickers and found artists 

to make the badge (special thanks also go to 

Michael “IonicDesign” Capell) and voilà, the 

Rebel Legion now has a game of its very own!

THE GAME: The idea is pretty simple, with 

the real beauty of the game being that, unlike 

the Droid Hunt, the players come to us and get 

something rather than having something taken 

from them. Basically con-goers have the 

opportunity to pick up a badge, seek out Legion 

members, collect the stickers representing the 

plans of the Death Star, and turn in their 

completed badges for amazing prizes. Like 

I said: simple!

THE PARTICIPANTS: There are two 

sides like any other game, but in ours, both sides 

win. On one hand, you’ve got the con-goers, 

picking up their badges, rules and plastic badge 

holders on Friday, then seeking out costumed 

RL members on Saturday. On the other hand, 

you’ve got RL members (namely YOU) who are 

picking up a stack of game stickers on Friday 

and then walking around the con (in an 

approved RL costume AND wearing an official 

RL nametag) on Saturday. You get found, you 

give up your piece of the plans, and they 

continue their quest.

THE PLAY: Like Droid Hunt, actual game 

play only happens on Saturday when costumed 

RL members wearing a RL badge (either the 

official metal RL ones or a RL one specific for 

that con) are wandering around the con with 

the sticker pieces. The stickers are only to be 

handed out on Saturday until 4:21 P.M. local time 

(hint … TK-421…a.k.a. Luke in disguise from 

ANH). Members should pick up a small handful 

of the sticker pieces from the RL table either 

Friday or Saturday. Simply put them in your 

pocket or somewhere else on/in your costume. 

Now we’re not asking our members to go and 

stand in X spot for Y number of hours; all you 

have to do is meander around the convention 

center on Saturday like you’d already planned 

for the day. Anyway, back to the stickers. They’ll 

all be one-fourth of a filled-in Death Star 

schematic and your stack will all be the same 

sticker so people can’t hit you up for all four 

at once. Because let’s face it: it’d be too easy for 

someone to just keep coming back to you and 

getting all the game peices if you had all four 

versions on you! So one version per player, 

people. That way our friendly con-player has to 

hit up (and interact with) at least four different 

people, and possibly a few more unless they get 

lucky the first four times they try — remember, 

they might run into duplicates! That might be 

disappointing for them so you’ll want to have RL 

tattoos, trading cards (even better if it’s yours), 

or a RL business card you can hand out if 

they’ve already have your sticker piece.

Now here’s the juicy part! The con-goers who 

are playing and seeking out our members must 

come up to you and say “I’m on a Diplomatic 

Mission” (they can add “from Alderaan” if they 

like). Once they do, you give them a sticker to go 

on their badge. And yes, they need to say 

the actual words, “I’m on a Diplomatic 

Mission.” You can respond in anyway 

appropriate for your costume; this is your 

chance to ham it up! While we’d love it if all RL 

costume types could work this game, in reality 

it’s probably better if more traditional “open-

faced” costumes such as pilots, jedi, troopers 

and other face characters hand out the stickers. 

Some of the dual RL/501st costumes like clones, 

jawas, and tuskens might find it tough to 

communicate — but hey, if you want to try, no 

one’s going to stop you — good luck! Once the 

con-goers complete the badge, they need to 

bring it back to the RL booth to get a raffle ticket 

So you go to a large con, and what do you do? See some panels, strut 
some costumes, browse some booths, chat up some artists and… see all 
those con-goers playing the 501st con-game, Droid Hunt. <sigh> We’ve 
seen their game become über-successful over the years, all the while 
garnering some pretty cool prizes and amazing SW artist participation.

It’s the REBEL LEGION’s turn now!

FOR THE REBEL LEGION!

Front of uncompleted game card.



A DIPLOMATIC MISSION 

Crystal “Wolfie” Bass Monroe  
Legion Commanding Officer        

for the prize drawing on Sunday. Remember, 

they only have until 4:21pm to bring the 

badge back. Members working the table will 

need to punch it in the corner with a hole 

punch to ensure that they can’t get multiple 

raffle tickets. Con-goers get to keep their 

completed badge as a keepsake and (if 

available) pick up a trading card/book mark 

from DK, or some other SW trinket, as a 

“thanks-for-playing” prize. Then first thing on 

Sunday, you draw winning tickets for all the 

prizes and post the numbers at the table all day 

for prize pickup.

THE RULES: OK so now that you know how to 

play the game, you need to make sure everyone 

else does too. These are the Official Rules so 

don’t try to run this game with your own set; 

stick to the plan and stay on target. Print them, 

hand them out with the badges and be sure to 

post them at the booth.

“An urgent message from the 
Leader of the Rebel Legion…

Welcome to the Rebellion. As an agent of the 

Rebel Legion, we thank you for your allegiance 

and your efforts against the Empire. We are in 

an hour of great need. The plans to the Death 

Star have been separated into four (4) pieces 

and scattered among loyal Rebel Legion 

members in order to hide them from the prying 

eyes of the Empire. Your mission is to collect 

all four (4) pieces of the Death Star plans 

and return them to the Rebel Base intact 

so that we can begin planning our attack on the 

Death Star. Don’t worry, you will be compen-

sated for your efforts. Please accept our thanks 

in advance for your participation and for joining 

us in the fight against the Galactic Empire.” 

>> Rules for Participants: 

1. You must be attending the con on both 

Friday and Saturday to play. Pick up your free 

Diplomatic Mission badge, badge holder, 

and rules on Friday (insert your con date here) 

at the Rebel Legion table. 

2. On Saturday <insert your con date here>, 

approach all Rebel costumers who you spot 

wearing a Rebel Legion name badge. Show 

them your game badge and say, “I’m on a 

Diplomatic Mission.” It’s very important that 

you use this code phrase; it shows you’re not an 

Imperial Spy. If the RL member you approached 

has a piece of the Death Star plans, they will 

give it to you. 

3. Collect all four (4) pieces and place them 

together on the badge (the pieces are stickers). 

Show the completed plans to the Rebel Base 

(RL table) by 4:21 P.M. on Saturday, <your con 

date> for a raffle ticket for the prize drawing on 

Sunday. Once you have your ticket, just be sure 

to stop by the RL table on Sunday (insert your 

con date here) to see if you’ve won! 

4. Have fun being an “agent” of the Rebel 

Legion and be sure to stay away from the 

Imperials! 

The Rebel Legion thanks you for joining the 

fight against the Empire!

>> Rules for the RL MEMBERS: 

1. You can only pass out sticker pieces on the 

con floor if (a) you’re wearing a Rebel Legion-

approved costume, and (b) you’re also wearing 

a Rebel Legion name badge (either the official 

metal RL ones, or a RL one specific for that con). 

Please note that the generic badge issued by 

the con does not count.

2. Fans who are participating need to pick up 

the rules at the table. They need to seek out the 

pieces to the plans, not ask for them at the table. 

3. If the fan forgets the code words or misses 

some, please give them the piece if you see their 

game badge. The object of the game is fun, not 

to deny the player.

4. Fans that return to the RL table with the 

completed plans need to receive a raffle ticket. 

Once verified, return the game badge to the 

player. Please be sure to punch the badge so 

that it cannot be used multiple times.

THE MATERIALS: Obviously there are several 

things you’ll need in order to get this game off 

the ground: game badges, badge holders, the 

game piece stickers, rule sheets and the raffle 

tickets (oh, and don’t forget the prizes… more on 

this later). If you plan on having this game at 

your con, you should first contact the LCO 

(lco@rebellegion.com) or Legion PR Officer 

(LPRO@rebellegion.com). Artwork for badges 

and stickers will be put in the Legion Library for 

download and distribution by the Legion PR 

Officer or LCO. We’ll have versions with and 

without sponsor logos on the back so bases can 

add their own if needed. If I can get items from 

the groups we used at CV, we can use those gain.

Oh, and I forgot to mention that there’s no 

reason to switch the sticker art every time, as 

con-goers can save them all they want, even 

carry them over from con to con. Keep in mind 

(AND THIS IS IMPORTANT) that generally if 

people tried playing the game but were 

unsuccessful in completing what they’re missing, 

give them the last one they need, or make them 

answer trivia or something to get them finished. 

Remember the idea isn’t to prevent them from 

finishing, but to help them succeed. After all 

we’re rebels! We WANT the Death Star 

destroyed, right? 

 

THE PRIZES: This game works best at 

multi-day large cons, but there’s no reason that 

smaller cons can’t run it as well. However, bases 

organizing their own games need to try to 

arrange their own prizes as well, either by 

donating prizes themselves or getting donations 

from local businesses such as toy and comic 

stores (unless they are overseas bases; then they 

can do national companies such as Lego, etc.). 

Our sponsors in the U.S. are mainly interested in 

the large events like Celebrations, Comic-Cons 

and Dragon*Con only. PLEASE NOTE: If DK or 

other similar companies get overrun with 

people asking for things, they’ll lose interest and 

that’s one thing we definitely don’t want to 

happen.

So there you have it … game, rules, etc. You’re 

ready to get going, right? We hope so! A lot of 

work went into this game and I hope it’ll serve 

the Legion proudly in the years to come. But 

remember, we’ve only done the groundwork. 

It’ll be up to you to make it shine … and I know 

you can! Well, you have your next Mission, get 

started!

Back of the Diplomatic Mission game card.
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Diplomatic 
Missions

Cancer	Council	Charity	Troop	
Adelaide,	Australia		•		May	22	
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Castillo	Serrallés	Event	
Puerto	Rico		•		May	25	

The Castillo Serralles in Ponce is a well known tourist site 
that suddenly had Star Wars thrust upon it. The spotlight is 
courtesy of it housing collectables belonging to Mr. Kcho 
Santiago, owner of the largest Star Wars collection in 
Puerto Rico. 

Fanboys and girls, including members of the Puerto Rico 
Base, gathered for an exhibit of the collection, plus an 
auction of items from the collection including an original 
16mm ANH movie projection. 

Report by: Ineabelle “Furiafelina” Rodriguez, Puerto Rico Base
More photos from the day can be found in Ineabelle’s original report: 

http://www.rebellegion.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=24281

Attending the day’s event:
Angel Martinez, Gretchen Otero, Pedro J. Rosario, Gabriel Castro,  
Ineabelle Rodriguez, Edgar Moreno, Francisco Caamaño.

The event started perfectly, with all Tatooine Base and 
501st members arriving on time at 6:15pm. After being shown 
our changing facilities and getting a run through of the night 
ahead, we were treated to some pre-dinner drinks and 
snacks (of which we eagerly partook). We then proceeded 
to the changing area, dressed, and got ready to go. With 
so many excited Jedi and troopers it was hard to hold us 
back until they were ready for us. After having a small story 
related about the Star Wars Universe it was time for us to 
emerge to one of our favourite musical numbers. 

As instructed, Darth Vader proceeded to the head table to 
remove the CO’s head – much to the amusement of the 
crowd. After many photos and a lot of extremely happy 
kids (and adults) we were treated to a three-course meal, 
more drinks then you could imagine, and a concert by 
Guy Sebastian. We changed out of costume at different 
times (so as not to disappear too quickly), and hung 
around to enjoy the festivities. It was an AMAZING night; 
we all had a great time and put so many smiles on so 
many faces. A HUGE BIG THANKS TO EVERYONE FOR 
COMING ALONG.

One of our best events EVER! We were treated amazingly 
well and were very much appreciated by everyone there. 

TOTAL RAISED: $23,197 for the Cancer Council

I’m beyond amazed and humbled by how much was 
raised in this night. Thank you so much everyone 
for the amazing effort you all put in. And a special 
big “WELCOME” to Qui Gon Steve for his amazingly 
awesome new costume. Hope to see it approved soon.

Report by: Sarah “Commander Barriss” Morrison, Tatooine Base
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Make-A-Wish	for	Vincent		
Chicago,	Illinois		•		May	30	

On May 30th Nar Shaddaa Base members attended a last 
minute request from Make-A- Wish.

Vincent is a little boy with cancer who was going to be sent 
to Disney this summer to have his wish granted to meet 
Yoda and Chewbacca and to battle Darth Vader. Vincent 
has taken a turn for the worst so the Midwest Garrison was 
initially contacted to fulfill his wish at his home near Chicago.

Cheryl “Whinter Fenlynn” Whitaker took on the event 
coordinator tasks for this very important mission. Since Nar 
Shaddaa Base has no Yoda character, Honorary Member 
Tom Kane from the Clone Wars series was contacted about 
doing a recording. Not only did Mr. Kane make a specific 
recording just for Vincent and his family, he also sent along 
his very own Mace Windu lightsaber and many other things 
from his personal collection. Make-A-Wish sent along a man 
to dress as Yoda who did the best he could.... coming into 
the room on his knees to appear shorter.

We set up Tom Kane’s message to play through the speaker system in my R2 
unit, who helped Bob “SoloYT1300”  and Beret “LeiaYT1300” Kohn present 
Vincent with a Medal of Yavin made by Bob. And we gave Vincent Tom Kane’s 
lightsaber, a robe I made, and other items donated for his special day.

Then Yoda came in followed by Darth Vader. All of us Jedi lit up our sabers but 
Cheryl announced that Vincent could handle Vader. Vader was struck down by 
Vincent from his position on the couch with his parents. Cheryl asked Vincent if 
he would show Vader mercy, but Vincent said “No!” After Cheryl and I escorted 
Vader out of the room, Vincent let us know that he was very tired and asked to 
go back to bed.

While wonderful to be able to help fulfill Vincent’s wish, this was a very difficult 
troop for all of us and a sad reminder of what is truly important about our hobby.

Report by: Phyllis “Schph Gochi” Schulte, Nar Shaddaa Base

Thank You to everyone who made it out to make 
Vincent’s day a wonderful memory:

Jim Tampa, Phyllis Schulte, Ed Kryzowski, 
Joseph Flores, Mike Riemma, Morgan Easley, 
Brian Troyan, Mark Van Slyke, Thomas 
Turner, Rob Hamilton, Kyle Dorethy, Steve 
Szyndrowski, Bob Kohn, Beret Balestrieri Kohn, 
Cheryl Whitaker

Rebel Legion Jedis ... always ready to bring peace to the Galaxy.

Princess Leia, Chewbacca, and R2-D2 
prepare to award the Medal of Yavin to the 

greatest hero they know.
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El	Jagüel	de	María	 
Children’s	Home	Visit	
Somellera,	Argentina		•		June	12

The adventure started around 4pm. Members of Cruz 
Del Sur Outpost, the 501st Legion, Mandalorian Mercs 
and Star Fans met in front of the Unicenter Mall Adidas 
Originals store, the same place where the new Collection 
inspired by Star Wars was launched on March 20th (http://
www.rebellegion.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=22938) From 
there we journeyed to the commercial offices of Adidas in 
San Isidro County to collect the merchandise Adidas had 
graciously agreed to donate to the Institution of our choice. 
We were then greeted by Carlos Pampin, Head of Sport 
Style Adidas Argentina. We gave Carlos our infinite thanks 
for their gesture, for their trust in us, and for making our 
dream come true: to help the community through our effort 
and our love of Star Wars.

Every girl and boy at El Jaguel de Maria Children’s Home, 
was going to received two T-shirts, one pair of sweatpants, 
one pair of running shoes, one hoodie, one sweatshirt, one 
pair of shorts, another pair of sport shoes and another piece 
of sportswear of their choice, totaling roughly 10,000ARG 
(around $2,500US). It was a lot more than what we initially 
asked for, and we were deeply touched by it.

Pablo Cantisano (StarFans Argentina) fills the back of  
his vehicle with the items from Adidas.

After loading the fifteen boxes in our cars and vans, we all 
continued towards El Jagüel located in Somellera, about 
25 miles north from Buenos Aires. We arrived and were 
received by the girls and boys that live there, ranging in 
ages from 5 to 24 years old. Estela Sosa, the Home’s 
Headmistress, gave us a tour of the place and introduced 
the children to us. The kids had been baking bread to 
share with us.

Gabriel “Gabyone” was in charge of telling them about our 
group and why were we visiting them that day. After that, 
we began distributing running shoes to the kids, starting 
with the youngest.

Meanwhile, to entertain the other kids, we showed them on a 
laptop pictures of the Adidas Originals Collection Launching. 
The most curious of them wanted to know who each of the 
characters was, and we told them a bit about every one. One 
of the Star Fans members, 
Víctor “ensamble”, made 
a Chewbacca statuette 
especially for the occasion, 
to leave as a memento of our 
visit. Nahuel, Víctor’s son, 
was the one to deliver it.

After that we learned about 
the place and the children 
that live there - it was a very 
touching moment. They 
shared with us the bread that 
was still in the oven when we 
arrived, along with a lot of hugs and kisses. We then said 
goodbye to each of the children, promising to come back 
soon and to keep helping them in any way we could.

Estella looks over the Chewbacca  
statuette made by Victor.

Diego Arevalo, Christian Tovar and Rebeca Ales enjoy  
the bread baked by the children.

I want to thank again all the volunteers that gave their 
time and joined together so all the kids could finally have 
their new clothes. This was a great adventure for all of us, 
which will be always cherished in our hearts and in those 
of the kids of El Jagüel.

A big thank you goes to those who lent their vans, to the 
wives that had patience with their husbands, to those 
that showed up just to give a hand to move the boxes 
and especially to Adidas Argentina, which donated the 
merchandise without which this would have not been 
possible. May the Force be with you all!

Thanks to Golden_Jedi (Star Fans) for the translation.
Report by: Diego “the.rebel.agent” Arevalo, Cruz Del Sur Outpost
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They say time flies 
when you’re having 

fun, and they aren’t 
kidding. CV was a blur 
of activity, especially for 

Rebel Legion members. 
Thanks to Mark Bradley’s 

build efforts, Ra Kura Base 
members, and the donations 

of Rebel Legion members 
across the Globe (many of 

whom weren’t even able to 
make the convention), we had 

easily the biggest display we’ve 
ever put on. 

To cap it all off we played host 
to the Belgian Crescent Moon 

Alliance's full size Snowspeeder 
prop which made sure the Rebel 

Legion’s display was one of high traffic! Thanks to the 
membership who put their time in working at the booth - 
reaction to our efforts has been one of spectacular praise. 
It was all possible because of the members out there who 
worked the shifts they signed up for and to those who 
worked even more than they signed up for! Whenever 
I was at the booth we had more people in costume 
playing the part of ‘set dressing’ than I could have hoped 
for. Thanks again to everyone, and to Neil Shivelle for 
shouldering the burden of organizing the shifts!

Thursday	…	Opening	Day	YAY!
LINES! Luckily my fiancé and I were volunteers and 
got to skip them! It took a lot of people quite a while to 
get in Thursday but once you did, it was overwhelming! 
HUGE displays of life size (or near to it) Star Wars props 
and vehicles awaited you along with rows and rows of 
merchandise, art work, and costumed fans. 

The costume contest in the afternoon showcased great 
work from members of Star Wars fandom as a whole, not 
just Rebel Legion and 501st members. Some of the most 
amazing childrens' costumes were displayed as well!

Thursday evening came to a close with the 501st/RL Patch 
Trade Meet at the Doubletree Hotel! Swag from both clubs 
was everywhere! Steve Sansweet and Seth Green both 
showed up and did some trading with us as well - the fun 
didn’t stop until the wee hours of the morning!

Friday	…	Things	Are	Heating	Up.
Friday was a taste of things to come. We had it pretty easy 
at the RL booth on Thursday, but the traffic picked up 
this morning. After experiencing the increase in traffic on 
Friday, we scrambled to line up more queue barriers not 
only for the Snowspeeder, but also for Saturday when we 
expected to have Chewie and 3PO in 'base.' 

At 11am under the watchful eye of the inflatable Deathstar, 
the Rebels gathered for our group photo (above) featuring 
Terri Hodges and her awesome Rebel Legion Patch 
Quilt. (Which happily raised for $1025.00 for Make-A-
Wish!) Some of the Rebels split off into group photos 
including The Wretched Hive, Starfighter Command and 
Rouge Squadron who parodied the standard Slave Leia 
photoshoot we all know and love.

The "Meet the Rebel Legion" panel was that afternoon, 
and after some slight technical difficulties, got underway 
re-introducing the public who we are and what we do, as 
well as displaying some of the many costumes the Rebel 
Legion has in its membership. 

Friday was also a premier day, as it was the day we 
passed out the first ever Diplomatic Mission badges 
sending con goers on the hunt for costumed Rebels on 
Saturday. Their goal? To complete their puzzle and win 
awesome Star Wars Prizes.

That evening many parties were to be held, with the Rebel 
Legion joined in the Imperial Bash as well! There was a 
reading of the fallen members of both organizations, a 
Slave Leia Belly Dance, food, prizes, and the geek rock/
parody band Sci-Fried took the stage to close it out!

“Fifth Times the Charm!”  
Orlando, Florida



Saturday	…	We're	On	Fire!
Close to 30,000 people filled the convention center on 
Saturday, and thanks to our scramble on Friday, our 
newly-expanded queue was full to the brim most of the 
day! Diplomatic Mission players were on the hunt for 

costumed rebels and the 
stickers in their possession, 
and it wasn’t too long before 
the first groups of people came 
forward with their completed 
Death Star plans! Many of 
these people also stopped to 
tell us it was the favorite game 
they’d been a part of at many 
conventions. Some even liked 
it better than Droid Hunt for the 
simple fact they weren’t having 
something “taken away” from 
them, and that they had to do 
the searching themselves!

Many other con goers who 
hadn't picked up a badge 

Friday, saw the fun folks were having, and tried to stop 
by and pick up a game badge. Too bad for them though, 
as we’d given them all out on Friday proving the game 
successful. Next time we’ll have to print easily double the 
badges!

The MAIN EVENT was today, pitting John Stewart against 
the Maker himself! People had lined up the evening 
before just for chances at ticket to the panel and the 
overflow rooms where it was broadcast on monitors. The 
convention center was a little empty and quiet during this, 
but it wasn’t long after it let out that things got busy!

Saturday afternoon some folks attended the joint CV/
Disney event, “Last Tour To Endor”. A lot like a night time 
Star Wars Weekends, it included Star Wars attired Disney 
Characters, a revamped Star Wars/Indy mash up stunt 
show, spectacular fireworks, and a shut down ceremony 
for Star Tours to cap the evening. Lucky attendees even 
caught photos of several Star Wars stars including "Uncle 
George" himself!

Sunday	…	(sniff)	Over	Already?
It was hard to believe it was already Sunday by the time it 
arrived. The table stayed busy and well staffed. Diplomatic 
Mission winners came back to claim their prizes. It was a 
flurry of activity behind the table between that and handing 
out RL CV merch to all who came by to claim it!

Before we knew it, it was 5pm and the convention was 
shutting down! Finally the Table Duty Raffle was pulled 
and all present won a little something for their efforts. 

Thanks to those who stayed behind after that to help with 
the disassembly of the ‘base’. It was amazing how fast 
it all came down, as well as a little sad. Pulling the base 
and squadron logos down brought a little mist to my eyes 
knowing we all had to say good bye. By the time I got to 
the car that evening my feet were very happy for the long 
drive ahead of us even if my heart and mind wasn’t!

I hope everyone who came had a great time and I hope to see 
everyone again and more of you at the NEXT Celebration.

Report by: Crystal “Wolfie” Bass, Legion Commanding Officer

CV featured the debut of the 
game that's taking the Core 
Worlds by storm ... the Rebel 
Legion's Dipolmatic Missions!

Starfighter Command pilots gather for a group photo  
in front of the snowspeeder.

Catherine Taber, the voice of Padme in the Clone Wars animated series, 
was welcomed as one of our newest Honorary Members.

Series 3 of the Legion trading cards shipped just days before CV. Allowing 
many members to be the first to hand their cards out to the public. And 
also gave several Honorary Members a chance to receive theirs as well. 
Most notibly Ashley Eckstein and Mark Hamill (picture below).
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Museum	of	Life	and	Science		
Durham,	North	Carolina		•		September	11	&	12

The Museum of Life and Science in Durham, North 
Carolina hosts an annual event called “Heroes, 
Villains, and Special Effects,” highlighting the movie 
and video game industries. Definitely a high point on 
the calendar for local sci-fi fans, regularly breaking 
attendance records for the ever popular museum. 
The event combines Emmy-caliber makeup artists, 
fight coreography, video game development demos 
(complete with live green screen work), comic book art,  
stunt professionals, face painting, and of course — Star 
Wars characters!

This year saw a strong showing of Rebel Legion  and 
501st costumers, as well as our trusty local R2 builder 
Kris Sanders and R2-KT. Also notable and gratifying 
were the dual RL/501st members, who in trying to bring 
"Balance to the Force" for this event, wore whichever 
costume, Rebel or Imperial, was needed. The museum’s 
Event Coordinator Shawntel Landavazo and her army 
of support staff was top notch.  We were informed, fed, 
hydrated, assisted, and generally treated well by the 
museum. Throughout the two days the museum staff 
diligently promoted the Make-a-Wish foundation charity. 
With jovial banter and shared stories behind the scenes, 
this event was a costumer's dream – and Blue Ridge 
Base played its part to the hilt. We showcased three 
face characters:

• Princess Leia – Cheralyn "Darkstrider" Lambeth
• Aayla Secura – Samantha "sbondo"Bondo
• Qui-Gon Jinn – Rob "DragonStar" Lineberger

And four more fine-looking Rebel costumes:
• Jedi – Will "willhi1979" Highsmith
 J. "BlackDOG" Stultz, 
 Catherine "Aya-Na Bashu" Windsor
• X-wing Pilot – Alex "Jedi Master Alex" Wilson

This was Catherine’s first troop with us and it was the 
first showing of my Qui-Gon costume. In addition, Base 
Commanding Officer Jada came by to wrangle, do on-
site approvals, and to promote the Rebel Legion. All told, 
it was an impressive showing.

Blue Ridge Rebels stand guard at this blast door!

Heroes Villains, and Special Effects was the unveiling of 
our Blast Doors – an interactive photo backdrop. Since 
April 2010, I’ve been working on an 8 by 10 foot replica of 
the blast doors from The Phantom Menace. Many other 
costumers contributed, both Rebel and Imperial. Notably J. 
Stultz and Scott Wilmoth, but also including Lisa and Chris 
Robar, Brent Galanski, Alex Wilson, and dozens of others 
who offered ideas and encouragement in the forums. It was 
a great success, as hundreds of children took up sabers and 
tried to melt through the blast doors this weekend. Sadly, 
Nute Gunray and his cronies remain safely barricaded so 
we’ll need to try again soon.

The weekend wasn't without some hilarity, including Darth 
Tuxedo (a local celebrity dressed in a tuxedo wearing 
a Darth Vader helmet) and a party-crashing bathrobe 
Jedi which the museum staff nicknamed “Obi-Wannabe.” 
Samantha made quite an impression dining out in her smurf-
blue skin dye and hooded cloak. There is rumor that some 
Imperials snuck outdoors to invade the museum train and/or 
confront the dinosaurs.

By the end of the two days, we were weary and footsore, but 
in high spirits.  As the final photo op closed, I walked down 
the hall with Leslie Fann, one of the event coordinators. 
While the kids pointed and stared, Leslie said “This was a 
fantastic event. You all worked so hard and so long, and I 
didn’t hear any of you complain a single time.”

“Why would we?” I replied.  “That’s why we’re here!”

Report by: Rob “DragonStar” Lineberger, Blue Ridge Base

P
hoto by H

ope “Jada” D
iaz



Deidra Culp 
Nar Shaddaa Base

Joel Webne  
Freedom Base

Michael Capell  
Rogue Base

Legion news thanks to  
the Staff

Additional Contributions By:

Designers:

Shawn Crosby  
Sunrider Base

The	Rebellion	is	growing,	
since	the	last	issue	of	 
Comlink,	we’ve	welcomed	
- Rogue	Base	- serving	the	
states	of		Utah,	Idaho,	and	
Montana		and...

 Lion	Outpost	-	serving	the		
Czech	Republic.

We’ve	also	had	the	follow-
ing	Honorary	Member	join	
our	ranks:
Catherine Taber, Voice Actor
Padme Amidala, The Clone Wars
Inducted at Celebration V, 2010 
Sponsored by: Matt Tolosa,  
Ken Clouser & Glenn Stein

Matt Hofmann 
Mos Espa Base

Editor in Chief

Jon Paulson  
Sunrider Base

Art Director

Congratulations	to	our	
yearly	award	winners!

2009 Rebel of the Year:  
JOEL "Shivannd" WEBNE, Freedom Base

And nominees: Jolee Bindo, Mark Bradley, Shawn Crosby, 
Deidra Culp, Donna Keeley, Mark Munn, Phyllis Schulte, 
Suzi Stelling.

2009 Costumer of the Year:  
PAM "Twi'lek Pam" SIMPSON, Endor Base 
And nominees: Chantal & Alan Freeman, Bob Gordon, 
Alison Humphrey, Iain Maynard, Janice Mergenhagen, 
Rachel Orange, Thomas Riedel.

2009 CO of the Year:  
CLAUDIA "Nomi Darklighter" RIEDEL,  
German Base Yavin 
And nominees: Rick Bouwhuis (Freedom Base), Beth 
Johnson (Nar Shadda Base), Sofie Uvin (Benelux Base).






